Junior Individual Websites
Junior Individual Website

Invisible Ink and its Uses

Ben Griffin
Junior Individual Website

One Mother's Letter that Gave Women the Right to Vote

Tia Vergese
Junior Individual Website

Abbe Charles- Michel de l'Épée's Contribution to Universal Deaf Communication

Quinn Stewart
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Individual Websites!

1. Quinn Stewart
   *Abbe Charles- Michel de l'Épée's Contribution to Universal Deaf Communication*

2. Tia Verghese
   *One Mother's Letter that Gave Women the Right to Vote*

3. Ben Griffin
   *Invisible Ink and it's Uses*
Junior Group Websites
Junior Group Website

How Women Make it Work

Aislinn Albert, Maryam Khan, Sydney Restivo & Samihah Saleem
Junior Group Website

Committees of Correspondence: Communication

Abigail Anderson, Claire Dosch & Sydney Kandor
Junior Group Website

Navajo Code Talkers: The Saviors of World War II

Zeina Abdelsalam, Shreeya Garimella, Nora Provenzano & Raneem Shedeed
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Group Websites!

1. Zeina Abdelsalam, Shreeya Garimella, Nora Provenzano & Raneem Shedeed
   *Navajo Code Talkers: The Saviors of World War II*

2. Abigail Anderson, Claire Dosch & Sydney Kandor
   *Committees of Correspondence: Communication*

3. Aislinn Albert, Maryam Khan, Sydney Restivo & Samihah Saleem
   *How Women Make it Work*
Senior Individual Websites
Senior Individual Website

The Pony Express: Bridging Communication in America

Blaine Shadle
Senior Individual Website

American Eugenics: From Pseudoscience to Law, Communicating Biases Across Generations

Julia Resciniti
Senior Individual Website

The First Farewell: Imparting Insight to a Naïve Nation

Isabelle Meyers
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Individual Websites!

1. Isabelle Meyers
   *The First Farewell: Imparting Insight to a Naïve Nation*

2. Julia Resciniti
   *American Eugenics: From Pseudoscience to Law, Communicating Biases Across Generations*

3. Blaine Shadle
   *The Pony Express: Bridging Communication in America*
Senior Group Websites
Senior Group Website

Communication to the Government: Women's Rights Marches

Ella Giesecke & Katie Yanni
Senior Group Website

Media in WW1: A Country's Understanding of a War

Jack Betler & Liam McElligott
Senior Group Website

Olelo Hawai'i: Voice of the Aloha Islands

Cole Kubistek & David Shepherd
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Group Websites!

1. Cole Kubistek & David Shepherd
   Olelo Hawai‘i: Voice of the Aloha Islands

2. Jack Betler & Liam McElligott
   Media in WW1: A Country's Understanding of a War

3. Ella Giesecke & Katie Yanni
   Communication to the Government: Women's Rights Marches
Junior Individual Documentary
Junior Individual Documentary

Washington's Hidden Soldiers of the Revolutionary War: How the Culper Spy Ring's Hidden Messages Helped Win American Independence

Thomas Sedlak
Communicating Through the Camera Lens: White House Photographers and Their Images are Key to Understanding the Presidency

Isa Kulick

Junior Individual Documentary
Junior Individual Documentary

Tammany Tigers Loose! The Power of Communication through Political Cartooning

August Miller
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Individual Documentary

1. August Miller
   Tammany Tigers Loose! The Power of Communication through Political Cartooning

2. Isa Kulick
   Communicating Through the Camera Lens: White House Photographers and Their Images are Key to Understanding the Presidency

3. Thomas Sedlak
   Washington's Hidden Soldiers of the Revolutionary War: How the Culper Spy Ring's Hidden Messages Helped Win American Independence
Junior Group Documentary

Communication In The Culper Spy Ring

Sean Burk, Allen Chen & Will Tamburri
Junior Group Documentary

Voices From Home Bring Battlefield Efficiency: WWI Female Telephone Operators at the Front

Gabriella Luisi & Madelyn Sirinek
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Group Documentary

1. Gabriella Luisi & Madelyn Sirinek
   Voices From Home Bring Battlefield Efficiency: WWI Female Telephone Operators at the Front

2. Sean Burk, Allen Chen & Will Tamburri
   Communication In The Culper Spy Ring
Senior Individual Documentary
Senior Individual Documentary

A Look into Minority Neighborhoods: Quality of Life and Racism in the Greater Pittsburgh Area

Starr Wasler
Senior Individual Documentary

Into the Limelight: Women in Television

Jocelyn Schaaf
"Knowledge is Power!": How Schoolhouse Rock! Has Helped Generations of Children to Retain Learning through Animation and Music

Anna Hoffmann
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Individual Documentary

1. **Anna Hoffmann**
   "Knowledge is Power!": How Schoolhouse Rock! Has Helped Generations of Children to Retain Learning through Animation and Music

2. **Jocelyn Schaaf**
   *Into the Limelight: Women in Television*

3. **Starr Wasler**
   *A Look into Minority Neighborhoods: Quality of Life and Racism in the Greater Pittsburgh Area*
Senior Group Documentary

*Thomas Paine's Common Sense*

Amberson Bauer, Christian Palochik, & Daniel Roupas
Senior Group Documentary

Gandhi's Communication

Paul Domhoff, Toby Green, Tyler Green, & Cohen Hoolahn
Senior Group Documentary

The Brave Navajo Code Talkers of WWII

Patrick Harvey, Declan Hawk, Ziad Jaafar, & Matthew Rossi
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Group Documentary

1. Patrick Harvey, Declan Hawk, Ziad Jaafar, & Matthew Rossi
   *The Brave Navajo Code Talkers of WWII*

2. Paul Domhoff, Toby Green, Tyler Green, & Cohen Hoolahn
   *Gandhi's Communication*

3. Amberson Bauer, Christian Palochik, & Daniel Roupas
   *Thomas Paine's Common Sense*
Junior Individual Exhibit
Junior Individual Exhibit

Patriot or Pirate? The Controversial Cruise of the CSS Shenandoah

Zachariah Meyers
Junior Individual Exhibit

Ciphers, Code Names, and a Clothesline: How the Culper Ring Won the Revolutionary War

Melanie Brown
Junior Individual Exhibit

Mr. Roger's Neighborhood: An Unconventional Approach To Communicating From A Child's Perspective

Kaitlyn Strine
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Individual Exhibit

1. Kaitlyn Strine  
   Mr. Roger's Neighborhood: An Unconventional Approach To Communicating From A Child's Perspective

2. Melanie Brown  
   Ciphers, Code Names, and a Clothesline: How the Culper Ring Won the Revolutionary War

3. Zachariah Meyers  
   Patriot or Pirate? The Controversial Cruise of the CSS Shenandoah
Junior Group Exhibit
Junior Group Exhibit

Hello Neighbor! The Enduring Message of Mr. Rogers Reaches Generations of Americans

Taylor McDaniel, Grace West, & Mia Zubovic
Junior Group Exhibit

A Most Disgraceful Action: The Munich Agreement, Neville Chamberlain, Appeasement, the Rise of Churchill, and the Road to World War II in Europe

Chase Mertz & Ava Scalise
Junior Group Exhibit

Letters of John Adams and Thomas Jefferson

Sanika Dalvi & Ava Spagnolli
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Group Exhibit

1. Sanika Dalvi & Ava Spagnolli
   Letters of John Adams and Thomas Jefferson

2. Chase Mertz & Ava Scalise
   A Most Disgraceful Action: The Munich Agreement, Neville Chamberlain, Appeasement, the Rise of Churchill, and the Road to World War II in Europe

3. Taylor McDaniel, Grace West, & Mia Zubovic
   Hello Neighbor! The Enduring Message of Mr. Rogers Reaches Generations of Americans
Senior Individual Exhibit
Senior Individual Exhibit

*Simple Words Explain Complex Emotions*

Taylor Billet
"Could You Patent the Sun?": How Consistent Communication between the Scientists, March of Dimes, and Society Gave Hope to Eradicate Polio

Seowon Chang
Senior Individual Exhibit

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty - Transmitting Truth through the Iron Curtain

Rishi Mukherjee
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Individual Exhibit

1. Rishi Mukherjee
   Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty - Transmitting Truth through the Iron Curtain

2. Seowon Chang
   "Could You Patent the Sun?": How Consistent Communication between the Scientists, March of Dimes, and Society Gave Hope to Eradicate Polio

3. Taylor Billet
   Simple Words Explain Complex Emotions
Senior Group Exhibit
Senior Group Exhibit

A Language Called "Freddish"

Abigail Smagala, Kathryn Smagala, & Jessica Windows
Senior Group Exhibit

The Supreme Court: Prior Restraint Rulings' Implications

Connor Dalgaard & Jiya Vaidya
Senior Group Exhibit

"Back to the Garden:" How Woodstock Fueled a Generation for Peace

Amelia D'Addieco, Robyn Strazisar, & Sophia Wilson
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Group Exhibit

1. Amelia D'Addieco, Robyn Strazisar, & Sophia Wilson
   "Back to the Garden:" How Woodstock Fueled a Generation for Peace

2. Connor Dalgaard & Jiya Vaidya
   The Supreme Court: Prior Restraint Rulings' Implications

3. Abigail Smagala, Kathryn Smagala, & Jessica Windows
   A Language Called "Freddish"
Performance
Junior Individual Performance

The World in Words: The Need for Literacy and a Library in a Small Town

Emma Bates
Junior Group Performance

Alan Turing: The New Age of Communication

Riley Blatz, Abigail Marion, & Kathryn Trautmann
Senior Individual Performance

Communication through Music: How the Printing of Secular Music Altered Society

Julia Slagle
Senior Group Performance

It's "Common Sense": How Communication Shapes Understanding

Michael Allessi, Anthony Hartwick, Joshua Rembe, & Victor Williams
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Performances

Emma Bates
The World in Words: The Need for Literacy and a Library in a Small Town

Riley Blatz, Abigail Marion, & Kathryn Trautmann
Alan Turing: The New Age of Communication
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Performances

Julia Slagle
Communication through Music: How the Printing of Secular Music Altered Society

Michael Allessi, Anthony Hartwick, Joshua Rembe, & Victor Williams
It's "Common Sense": How Communication Shapes Understanding
Junior Historical Paper
Junior Historical Paper

A Not So Silent Gesture: Communicating Truth for Public Understanding

Griffin Leon
Senior Historical Paper

One sport, One Jersey, and Two Men: Communicating Reconciliation

Nolan Shroyer
Communicating the Causes of the War: John Brown, Slavery, and the Partisan Press of Ebensburg, Pennsylvania

Braden Andrews
Congratulations to the winners in Junior Historical Paper

1. Braden Andrews
   Communicating the Causes of the War: John Brown, Slavery, and the Partisan Press of Ebensburg, Pennsylvania

2. Nolan Shroyer
   One sport, One Jersey, and Two Men: Communicating Reconciliation

3. Griffin Leon
   A Not So Silent Gesture: Communicating Truth for Public Understanding
Senior Historical Paper
Senior Historical Paper

Communication in History: The Media’s Role in the Vietnam War

Peer Khan
Senior Historical Paper

From Savage to Citizen: Sequoyah’s effort to use literacy as a key to white understanding of the Cherokee people

Zachary Hymson
Senior Historical Paper

The Silent Spring that Sparked a Thunderous Uproar: How Rachel Carson’s Scientific Communication Ignited the American Environmental Movement

Lilianna Hug
Congratulations to the winners in Senior Historical Paper

1. Lilianna Hug
   *The Silent Spring that Sparked a Thunderous Uproar: How Rachel Carson’s Scientific Communication Ignited the American Environmental Movement*

2. Zachary Hymson
   *From Savage to Citizen: Sequoyah’s effort to use literacy as a key to white understanding of the Cherokee people*

3. Peer Khan
   *Communication in History: The Media’s Role in the Vietnam War*